We present results on the z ∼ 2.3 mass-metallicity relation (MZR) using early observations from the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution Field (MOSDEF) survey. We use an initial sample of 87 star-forming galaxies with spectroscopic coverage of Hβ, [O iii]λ5007, Hα, and [N ii]λ6584 rest-frame optical emission lines, and estimate the gas-phase oxygen abundance based on the N2 and O3N2 strongline indicators. We find a positive correlation between stellar mass and metallicity among individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies using both the N2 and O3N2 indicators. We also measure the emission-line ratios and corresponding oxygen abundances for composite spectra in bins of stellar mass. Among composite spectra, we find a monotonic increase in metallicity with increasing stellar mass, offset ∼ 0.15 − 0.3 dex below the local MZR. When the sample is divided at the median star-formation rate (SFR), we do not observe significant SFR dependence of the z ∼ 2.3 MZR among either individual galaxies or composite spectra. We furthermore find that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have metallicities ∼ 0.1 dex lower at a given stellar mass and SFR than is observed locally. This offset suggests that high-redshift galaxies do not fall on the local "fundamental metallicity relation" among stellar mass, metallicity, and SFR, and may provide evidence of a phase of galaxy growth in which the gas reservoir is built up due to inflow rates that are higher than star-formation and outflow rates. However, robust conclusions regarding the gas-phase oxygen abundances of high-redshift galaxies await a systematic reappraisal of the application of locally calibrated metallicity indicators at high redshift.
INTRODUCTION
The study of chemical abundances in galaxies at various epochs in cosmic history highlights key processes governing the growth and evolution of galaxies. In the local universe, there is a clear relationship between the stellar mass (M * ) of a galaxy and its gas-phase oxygen abundance, such that galaxies with lower stellar masses have lower metallicities than those with higher stellar masses. The z ∼ 0 mass-metallicity relationship (MZR) has been confirmed by many studies (e.g., Tremonti et al. 2004; Kewley & Ellison 2008; Andrews & Martini 2013) . Local galaxies follow this relationship with an intrinsic scatter of ∼ 0.1 dex. The MZR has been confirmed at redshifts up to z ∼ 3.5 and has been observed to evolve with redshift, such that galaxies of a given stellar mass have lower metallicities at higher redshifts (e.g., Erb et al. 2006; Maiolino et al. 2008; Henry et al. 2013; Maseda et al. 2014; Steidel et al. 2014 ). The MZR is most commonly understood in terms of the interplay between star formation and gas flows. As the stellar content of a galaxy grows over time, the chemical enrichment in the ISM increases due to the recycling of heavy elements produced in stars back into the ISM. This process of pure enrichment is modulated by gas inflows and outflows (e.g., Finlator & Davé 2008; Mannucci et al. 2010; Davé et al. 2011 Davé et al. , 2012 ) which may either increase or decrease the enrichment depending on the metallicity of the gas flow.
Much insight can be gained from the form and evolution of the MZR if the details of the underlying physical processes are understood. It has been suggested that the MZR arises from the interaction of a galactic wind with the gravitational potential of a galaxy (Dekel & Silk 1986; Tremonti et al. 2004) . In this scenario, less massive galaxies are naturally less enriched as it is easier for winds to escape the gravitational potential well and remove metals in the process. At high stellar masses, winds are unable to escape and the galaxy retains all of the heavy elements injected into the ISM, naturally explaining the asymptotic behavior of the MZR assuming a constant stellar yield. Alternatively, in the equilibrium model of Finlator & Davé (2008) and Davé et al. (2011 Davé et al. ( , 2012 , outflows remove some metals, but have a more important effect of decreasing the fraction of inflowing gas from the intergalactic medium that is able to form stars and produce metals. In these models, the massloading factor quantifies the efficiency with which winds remove material from galaxies. Since the mass-loading factor of the momentum-driven winds in the equilibrium model scales inversely with M * , the star-formation efficiency in low-M * galaxies is drastically lowered and fewer metals are produced. In this context, the low-mass slope of the MZR can probe how the mass-loading factor scales with galaxy mass (Finlator & Davé 2008) . Other explanations attribute the MZR to variations in the star formation efficiency (Tassis et al. 2008) or the gas mass fraction (Zahid et al. 2014 ) without referencing gas flows, although these processes are undoubtedly linked.
The local MZR has been observed to have a significant star-formation rate (SFR) dependence. Mannucci et al. (2010) found that local star-forming galaxies lie on a twodimensional surface in M * -SFR-metallicity space with a scatter of only 0.05 dex in metallicity. This surface is a strong function of SFR at low stellar masses such that galaxies of a given M * with higher SFRs have lower metallicities, while only showing weak SFR dependence at high stellar masses. This relationship among M * , SFR, and metallicity is referred to as the "fundamental metallicity relation" (FMR) , and the MZR is a projection of the FMR in the M * -metallicity plane. The existence of a local FMR has been confirmed by recent studies (Andrews & Martini 2013; Lara-López et al. 2013) . The connection between SFR and metallicity has been interpreted as a signature of infalling pristine gas which dilutes the metals in the ISM while simultaneously fueling additional star formation. If there is no inflow, the ISM enrichment increases while star formation naturally decreases as gas is used up. Mannucci et al. (2010) find that high-redshift galaxies fall on the same FMR as local galaxies, naturally explaining redshift evolution in the MZR as a result of the SFR at fixed M * increasing with redshift. However, the existence of the FMR has not been confirmed at redshifts above z ∼ 1 as large and unbiased samples have been difficult to obtain up to this point and inconsistencies between different metallicity indicators and calibrations make comparisons difficult. Whether or not high-redshift galaxies lie on an extension of the local FMR, or follow an FMR at all, remains controversial (Belli et al. 2013; Stott et al. 2013; Cullen et al. 2014; Steidel et al. 2014; Troncoso et al. 2014) .
In this work, we present early observations from the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution Field (MOSDEF) survey, which will contain rest-frame optical spectra of ∼1500 galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 − 3.5 when completed. Here, we focus on an initial sample of 87 star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 with estimates of stellar masses, gas-phase oxygen abundances, and Hα-based dust-corrected SFRs. We study the MZR at z ∼ 2.3 with a representative sample of individual high-redshift measurements with a wide wavelength coverage and a large dynamic range in stellar mass and [N ii]/Hα ratio. While this initial MOSDEF sample already surpasses nearly all samples in the literature used to study the MZR at this redshift, the full sample will provide a much larger dataset than has previously been available. In Section 2, we introduce and give a brief overview of the MOSDEF survey and describe our observations, measurements, and sample selection. In Section 3, we describe the metallicity calibrations, present the z ∼ 2.3 MZR, and investigate dependence on SFR. Finally, we summarize and discuss our results in Section 4. We assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology throughout with Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7, and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 . Throughout this paper, the term metallicity refers to the gas-phase oxygen abundance (12 + log(O/H)), which acts as a proxy for the true gas-phase metallicity.
2. DATA 2.1. The MOSDEF Survey The MOSDEF survey is a four-year project using the MOSFIRE spectrograph (McLean et al. 2012 ) on the 10 m Keck I telescope to survey the physical properties of galaxies at 1.4 ≤ z ≤ 3.8. The full details of the survey will be presented in Kriek et al. (in prep.) , but here we describe its basic parameters. With MOSDEF, we target galaxies in the regions of the AEGIS, COSMOS, and GOODS-N extragalactic legacy fields with Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging coverage from the CAN-DELS survey (Grogin et al. 2011) , totaling 500 square arcminutes. All MOSDEF targets have extensive multiwavelength ancillary data including Chandra, Spitzer, Herschel, HST, VLA, and ground-based optical and near-IR observations. The majority of this area is also covered by the 3D-HST grism survey (Brammer et al. 2012a) .
When complete, the MOSDEF survey will consist of rest-frame optical spectra for ∼ 1500 galaxies in three distinct redshift intervales (∼ 750 galaxies at 2.09 ≤ z ≤ 2.61, ∼ 400 at 1.37 ≤ z ≤ 1.70, and ∼ 400 at 2.95 ≤ z ≤ 3.80). Each range is dictated by the redshifts at which strong rest-frame optical emission features fall within windows of atmospheric transmission. Based on photometric catalogs compiled by the 3D-HST team (Skelton et al. 2014) , galaxies are targeted down to limiting HST/WFC3 F160W magnitudes of 24.0, 24.5, and 25.0, respectively, at z ∼ 1.5, 2.3, and 3.4. Target priorities are determined by both apparent brightness and existing redshift information, according to which brighter galaxies and those with more secure redshift information are assigned higher priority. We adopt photometric and grism redshifts from the 3D-HST survey, while additional redshift information is assembled in the form of groundbased spectroscopic redshifts from various sources. We note that only ∼ 40% of MOSDEF targets observed to date had prior spectroscopic redshifts.
Observations, Data Reduction, and Measurements
As described in Kriek et al. (in prep) , MOSDEF observations are designed to maximize the number of strong rest-frame optical spectroscopic features covered at 3700 − 7000Å that are accessible from the ground. In this paper, we focus on the z ∼ 2.3 redshift interval, for which we obtain J, H, and K-band spectra. The nominal wavelength coverage in each of these bands is 1.153 − 1.352µm (J-band), 1.468 − 1.804µm (H-band), and 1.954 − 2.397µm (K-band), but varies slightly depending on the horizontal slit location in the mask. The average exposure time for each mask is 2 hours per filter, reaching unobscured SFRs of ∼ 1 M ⊙ yr −1 as traced by Balmer emission lines.
The data presented here are drawn from the first observing season of the MOSDEF survey, spanning five observing runs from 2012 December to 2013 May and comprising eight MOSFIRE masks.
6 Due to the range of field visibility, two of the masks observed during a pilot run in 2012 December target additional CANDELS legacy fields: one mask in GOODS-S and one in UDS. Each mask typically had ∼ 30 0
′′
. 7 slits, yielding a resolution of, respectively, 3300 in J, 3650 in H, and 3600 in K. As motivated in Kriek et al. (in prep.) The data were reduced using a custom IDL pipeline (see Kriek et al., in prep ., for a full description). In brief, science frames were cut up into individual two-dimensional slits, flatfielded, sky-subtracted, wavelength-calibrated, cleaned of cosmic rays, rectified, combined, and flux-calibrated. The relative spectral response was estimated using observations of B8 -A1 V standard stars matched in air mass to the science observations, while an initial absolute calibration was achieved by forcing the flux density in the spectrum of a reference star on the mask to match its cataloged photometry. Two-dimensional error spectra were calculated including the effects of both Poisson counts from the sky and source as well as read noise. One-dimensional science and error spectra for the primary target in each slit were then optimally extracted (Horne 1986) , along with those of any serendipitous objects detected (Freeman et al., in prep.) . The initial absolute flux calibration for each spectrum was refined by estimating the amount of slit loss for each target relative to that for the reference star -a function of a two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian fit to the HST F160W image of the galaxy convolved with the average seeing profile estimated for each mask and filter.
Emission-line fluxes were measured by fitting Gaussian line profiles to the extracted, flux-calibrated onedimensional spectra. Uncertainties on the emission-line fluxes were estimated by perturbing the one-dimensional spectrum many times according to the error spectrum, refitting the line profile, and measuring the width of the resulting distribution of fluxes. Redshifts were measured from the observed centroids of the highest signal-to-noise (S/N) emission lines, typically Hα or [O iii]λ5007.
Stellar masses were estimated using the MOSDEF redshifts and pre-existing photometric data assembled by the 3D-HST team (Skelton et al. 2014) . We modeled the photometric dataset for each galaxy with the SED-fitting program FAST (Kriek et al. 2009 ), assuming the stellar population synthesis models of Conroy et al. (2009) a Chabrier (2003) IMF. Star-formation histories were parameterized using so-called delayed-τ models of the form SFR(t)∝ te −t/τ , where t is the stellar-population age, and τ is the e-folding timescale in the SFR. Dust extinction was described using the Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation curve. For each galaxy, a grid in stellar population age, e-folding timescale, metallicity, and dust extinction was explored and χ 2 minimization was used to find the best-fitting model. The normalization of the best-fit model yielded the stellar mass. Confidence intervals in each stellar population parameter were determined using Monte Carlo simulations where the input SED was perturbed and refit 500 times. SFRs are based on dust-corrected Hα luminosites. Dust corrections are estimated from the ratio of Hα/Hβ, in which Hα and Hβ fluxes have been corrected for underlying Balmer absorption (Reddy et al., in prep.) . E(B-V) neb is calculated assuming an intrinsic ratio of 2.86 and using the dust-attenuation curve of Calzetti et al. (2000) . Dustcorrected Hα luminosities are translated into SFRs using the calibration of Kennicutt (1998) , converted to a Chabrier (2003) IMF.
Sample Selection
We select a sample of z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies from early MOSDEF observations, requiring the following criteria:
1. Redshift in the range 2.08 ≤ z ≤ 2.61 in order to have spectral coverage of Hα, Hβ, [O iii]λ5007, and
2. S/N ≥ 3 for Hα and Hβ to reliably measure the dust-corrected star formation rate.
3. Objects must not be flagged as an active galactic nucleus (AGN) in the MOSDEF catalog, identified by X-ray luminosity and infrared colors (Donley et al. 2012) . Additionally, we require log([N ii]λ6584/Hα) < −0.3.
These criteria result in a sample of 88 z ∼ 2.3 starforming galaxies. One object is excluded from the sample because of a lack of wavelength coverage of [O iii]λ5007 due to the location of the slit on the mask. Our final sample is therefore 87 galaxies with an average redshift of z = 2.297 ± 0.126. The sample redshift distribution is shown in the left panel of Figure 1 . The right panel of Figure 1 shows the specific SFR (SFR/M * ; sSFR) as a function of stellar mass for this sample, where sSFR values are based on dust-corrected Hα luminosities. In order to study the evolution of the MZR from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3, we select a sample of local galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) Data Release 7 (DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009 ) catalog. Emission-line measurements and galaxy properties are taken from the MPA-JHU catalog of measurements for SDSS DR7.
7 We require the following criteria:
1. Minimum redshift restriction of z ≥ 0.04 to avoid aperture effects.
2. Maximum redshift restriction of z < 0.1 to keep the sample local and avoid any redshift evolution AGN are rejected using the criterion of Kauffmann et al. (2003b) , producing a comparison sample of 70,321 local galaxies. (1)
where 12 + log (O/H) is the oxygen abundance. The N2 and O3N2 calibrations have systematic uncertainties of 0.18 and 0.14 dex, respectively. Analyses were also performed using the N2 calibration of Maiolino et al. (2008) , but these results are omitted from this study as they are very similar to those based on the Pettini & Pagel (2004) N2 calibration. The MZR for z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies from the MOSDEF sample is shown in Figure 2 with metallicities determined using the N2 indicator (left) and O3N2 indicator (right). We present 53 individual detections and 34 upper limits: the largest rest-frame optical selected sample of individual measurements for which the MZR has been observed at z > 2. Black points indicate z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF galaxies with detections of all lines, downward arrows indicate 3σ upper limits where [N ii]λ6584 was not detected at 3σ significance or greater, and gray blocks show the density of local SDSS galaxies. The mean uncertainty on a single MOSDEF point, excluding the calibration uncertainty, is shown by the black error bar in the lower left-hand corner. We observe a progression in metallicity with increasing mass among the individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, with the upper limits suggesting this trend continues to lower metallicities at low stellar masses. The scatter amongst individual points is large with respect to the range of parameter space covered, with smaller scatter in the O3N2 MZR than in the one based on N2. When we include only detections, the N2 and O3N2 MZRs have Spearman correlation coefficients of 0.31 and 0.53, respectively, corresponding to likelihoods of 0.022 and 4.0 × 10 −5 that M * and metallicity are uncorrelated.
There are three detections in the mass range log(M * /M ⊙ ) ∼ 9.5 − 10 with unusually large [N ii]λ6584/Hα ratios for their stellar masses, causing these galaxies to appear as outliers with high metallicities in the N2 MZR. Of these three objects, two also have high [O iii]λ5007/Hβ ratios and are offset in the Baldwin et al. 1981 ) into a region occupied by AGN in the local universe. There is no indication based on X-ray properties and rest-frame near-IR colors that these two objects are AGN (Coil et al., in prep.) , and furthermore none of the N2 outliers are offset in the O3N2 MZR. For these reasons, we retain these objects in the sample as star-forming galaxies, although removing them has a negligible effect on the results presented in Figure 2 .
The cyan dashed line in Figure 2 shows the best fit to the z ∼ 2.3 N2 and O3N2 MZR as observed by Steidel et al. (2014) based on independent datapoints. While generally consistent in normalization, the MOS-DEF sample suggests a much steeper slope of the MZR than the sample of Steidel et al. (2014) . This inconsistency can be at least partially attributed to a difference in selection criteria. The sample of Steidel et al. (2014) is rest-frame ultraviolet selected, which results in biases against galaxies with low SFRs or abundant dust. The MOSDEF sample is rest-frame optical selected and less susceptible to these biases. Perhaps more importantly, Steidel et al. (2014) handled detections and limits in a different manner, considering lines with 2σ significance as detections and treating 2σ upper limits as detections for the fitting process. In order to include information contained in upper limits, we created composite spectra in bins of stellar mass.
To determine more clearly where the z ∼ 2.3 MZR lies with respect to the local MZR, we separated the MOS-DEF galaxies into four bins in stellar mass such that each mass bin had approximately the same number of galaxies and created a composite spectrum for each mass bin. Individual spectra were first shifted into the rest-frame, converted from flux density to luminosity density, and normalized by Hα luminosity in order to obtain mean line ratios of the galaxies in the bin, as well as prevent high-SFR galaxies from dominating the composite spectrum. The Hα-normalized spectra were interpolated on a grid with wavelength spacing equal to the rest-frame wavelength spacing of the average redshift of the sample. This yields wavelength spacings of 0.49Å in the H-band and 0.66Å in the K-band. At each wavelength increment, the median value of the normalized spectra in the bin was selected to create a normalized composite spectrum. The normalized composite spectrum was then multiplied by the average Hα luminosity in that bin to give the final composite spectrum in units of luminosity and stellar mass for individual MOSDEF galaxies, excluding the calibration error. The gray two-dimensional histogram shows the density of local SDSS galaxies in this parameter space. Green points with error bars represent stacks of individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies containing ∼ 22 galaxies each, in which the oxygen abundance was estimated from the emission-line measurements of composite spectra and the stellar mass is plotted at the mean log(M * /M ⊙ ). The vertical error bar indicates the uncertainty in oxygen abundance estimated from the uncertainty on composite emission-line fluxes, excluding the calibration error. The horizontal error bar shows the range of M * for a given bin. The cyan dashed line shows the best-fit line to the z ∼ 2.3 N2 and O3N2 MZR as observed by Steidel et al. (2014) . density (erg s −1Å−1 ). In order to create error spectra for the composite spectra, we first perturbed the stellar masses according to their uncertainties assuming a lognormal distribution, then separated the objects into four stellar mass bins with the same mass ranges used to produce the original composite spectra. Within each bin, we bootstrap resampled to account for sample variance and perturbed the spectrum of each object in the bootstrap sample according to the error spectrum of that object to account for measurement uncertainty. The resulting perturbed spectra were combined to form a new composite spectrum. This process was repeated 2500 times to build up a well-sampled distribution of luminosities for each wavelength increment. The magnitude of the error spectrum at a given wavelength is half of the 68th-percentile width of this distribution. The composite spectra and composite error spectra of the four stellar mass bins for the z ∼ 2.3 sample are shown in Figure 3 .
Emission-line fluxes were measured by fitting Gaussian line profiles to emission lines in the composite spectra. As can be seen in the composite spectra, none of the lines of interest are blended, so lines were fit separately with single Gaussian profiles. We required [N ii]λ6584 to have the same width as Hα. Uncertainties on the line fluxes were estimated using the 68th-percentile halfwidth of the distribution of line fluxes obtained by perturbing the composite spectrum according to the composite error spectrum and remeasuring the line fluxes 1000 times. Measured emission-line fluxes and uncertainties for the composite spectra were converted into metallicities using equations (1) and (2). Emission-line measurements and oxygen abundances from the composite spectra are presented in Table 1 , as well as the average galaxy properties of the bins. We note that in the lowest stellar mass bin, [N ii]λ6584 has a significance lower than 3σ with respect to the uncertainty on the emission-line flux. However, the significance is greater than 3σ when using the RMS scatter of a blank portion of the composite spectrum as the error spectrum. Past studies have used this technique to estimate uncertainties on emission-line fluxes from stacked spectra (Erb et al. 2006; Andrews & Martini 2013) . Given our very conservative process for estimating uncertainties, and in order to be comparable to other works, we treat all measurements of the composite spectra that have significance greater than 3σ when using the RMS scatter as detections, and as limits otherwise. This practice is adopted throughout this paper. Plotted error bars still denote the uncertainty estimated by the process described above.
Measurements from the four mass bins are shown in green in Figure 2 . Bin points are plotted at the average log(M * /M ⊙ ), the vertical error bar is the uncertainty in the oxygen abundance, and the horizontal error bar shows the range of stellar masses in that bin. The calibration uncertainty is not included in the metallicity uncertainty. Note that the calibration uncertainty should be reduced by a factor of √ N when using stacked spectra, where N is the number of galaxies in the stack (Erb et al. 2006) . The reduction in the calibration uncertainty is approximately a factor of √ 22 ≈ 4.7 for our mass bins, yielding binned calibration uncertainties of 0.038 and 0.030 dex respectively for the N2 and O3N2 calibrations.
After binning z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF galaxies according to stellar mass, we find a clear progression in which metallicity increases monotonically as stellar mass increases, in agreement with previous studies (Erb et al. 2006; Maiolino et al. 2008; Steidel et al. 2014 ). This progression is well described by a single power law when determining metallicities with the O3N2 indicator, while it appears to flatten at high stellar masses when metallicities are based on the N2 indicator. We note that 0.0 0.5 the two indicators yield different values for the low-mass slope of the MZR, which is an important test of outflow models. This difference is further evidence that care must be taken interpreting results that are dependent on the metallicity calibration used (Kewley & Ellison 2008; Andrews & Martini 2013) , and demonstrates that disagreement between metallicity indicators persists at high redshifts. We find that the z ∼ 2.3 MZR is offset below the local MZR by ∼ 0.15−0.3 dex and ∼ 0.3 dex based on the N2 and O3N2 indicators, respectively. The offset observed with the N2 indicator is very similar to that found by Erb et al. (2006) using stacked spectra of z ∼ 2.2 galaxies and the Pettini & Pagel (2004) N2 metallicity calibration. One aspect of the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF sample is the requirement of both Hα and Hβ detections in order to estimate dust-corrected SFRs. We tested that the S/N requirement for Hβ does not bias the z ∼ 2.3 sample against dusty metal-rich galaxies by including galaxies with Hβ upper limits in the composite spectra. Emission line measurements from such composite spectra agreed with those presented in Table 1 to better than 1σ and displayed no systematic offset. In order to investigate the SFR dependence of the z ∼ 2.3 MZR, we divide the sample into high-SFR and low-SFR subsamples at the median SFR, as shown in Figure 4 . The median SFR of the total sample is 25.9 M ⊙ yr −1 , while the median SFRs of the high-and low-SFR subsamples are 41.1 M ⊙ yr −1 and 11.8 M ⊙ yr −1 , respectively. The abundance of upper limits, especially in the low-M * , low-SFR regime, makes it difficult to determine if SFR dependence is present. There is only a narrow mass range of log(M * /M ⊙ ) ∼ 10.0 − 10.5 that is populated by detections from both the high-and low-SFR subsample without a significant number of limits. Although this region may appear to suggest SFR dependence among individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, a larger dynamic range in stellar mass is needed to confirm any trend. Additionally, much of the division seen between the high-and low-SFR subsamples in Figure 4 is a manifestation of the M * -SFR relation for star-forming galaxies, according to which lower SFRs are more common among low-mass galaxies. In order to overcome the difficulty of interpreting upper limits in 12+log(O/H), we created composite spectra in four bins of stellar mass for each SFR subsample. The median SFRs of the high-SFR bins range from 37.1 − 74.2 M ⊙ yr −1 , while the median 
a Range of log (M * /M ⊙ ) of galaxies in a bin. b Average log (M * /M ⊙ ) of galaxies in a bin. c Number of galaxies in a bin. d Median dust-corrected Hα SFR of galaxies in a bin. e Emission-line luminosity and uncertainty on [N ii]λ6584, Hα, [O iii]λ5007, and Hβ, as measured from the composite spectra. f Oxygen abundance and uncertainty determined with the N2 indicator using equation (1). g Oxygen abundance and uncertainty determined with the O3N2 indicator using equation (2). h 3σ upper limit on the oxygen abundance where [N ii]λ6584 is not detected.
SFRs of the low-SFR bins range from 9.3−14.5 M ⊙ yr −1 . Composite spectra were produced by applying the same binning and stacking process outlined above to each subsample. Emission-line measurements and metallicity estimates were obtained in the same manner as before. Bin properties, emission-line measurements, and oxygen abundances for the high-and low-SFR subsamples are presented in Table 1 .
In Figure 5 , the high-SFR, low-SFR, and full sample bins are shown in blue, red, and green, respectively, with error bars as in Figure 2 . Horizontal bars with downward arrows denote 3σ upper limits where [N ii]λ6584 was not detected. For a comparison to the local universe, we use measurements from the stacked SDSS spectra of Andrews & Martini (2013) . These stacks constitute a fair comparison to the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF stacks as the galaxies are also binned according to M * and SFR and the spectra are combined in a very similar manner to our method. We use published emission-line measurements for the Andrews & Martini (2013) stacks to estimate the metallicities using equations (1) and (2). The SDSS stacks are shown in Figure 5 as squares, where the color represents the SFR range of that bin. The SDSS stacks can be compared directly to the z ∼ 2.3 stacks as they are produced using the same methods, same metallicity calibrations, and consistent SFR estimates.
We do not see evidence of significant SFR dependence in the z ∼ 2.3 MZR. Bins of the high-and low-SFR subsamples do not follow a different MZR from that of the full sample bins within the uncertainties. Error bars of the high-and low-SFR subsample bins overlap with the full sample and each other, and the SFR subsamples appear to scatter about the full sample. While there may still be SFR dependence of the MZR at z ∼ 2.3, Figure 4 . SFR dependence in the MZR at z ∼ 2.3. Individual galaxies in the z ∼ 2.3 sample are divided into high-and low-SFR subsamples at the median SFR of 25.9 M ⊙ yr −1 . The highand low-SFR subsamples have median SFRs of 11.8 M ⊙ yr −1 and 41.1 M ⊙ yr −1 , respectively.
our current sample lacks the size and possibly the dynamic range required to resolve it. By comparing the Andrews & Martini (2013) SDSS M * -SFR bins to the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF bins, we find that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have lower metallicities at a given M * and SFR than is observed locally, with the high-redshift bins be- ing offset ∼0.1 dex below the local bins. This result is confirmed using both the N2 and O3N2 indicators. According to the median SFRs of the MOSDEF bins, the low-SFR subsample matches the medium blue SDSS bins (10 − 31.6 M ⊙ yr −1 ) and the high-SFR subsample matches the dark blue SDSS bins (31.6 − 100 M ⊙ yr −1 ). Given that there are SDSS bins across the entire range of stellar masses probed by the MOSDEF sample, the MOSDEF bins should have the same metallicities as the SDSS bins with comparable M * and SFR if the local FMR holds at this redshift. This is not the case. We conclude that z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies do not lie on the local FMR. An alternate explanation of this offset is that local metallicity calibrations do not hold at high redshifts, discussed further in Section 4. However, there is evidence that the N2 indicator may overestimate the oxygen abundance in high-redshift galaxies (Liu et al. 2008) , in which case the true offset would be larger than the one displayed in Figure 5 , strengthening the claim that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies do not fall on the local FMR. The O3N2 indicator is not expected to be significantly affected by redshift evolution (Steidel et al. 2014 ).
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we used early observations from the MOSDEF survey to investigate the z ∼ 2.3 massmetallicity relationship. Results were based on 87 galaxies with individual measurements from a rest-frame optical selected sample with coverage of all strong optical emission lines. We find a clear positive correlation between M * and metallicity using composite spectra of galaxies binned by stellar mass. At this point, we defer measurements of the scatter and slope of the z ∼ 2.3 MZR due to uncertainty regarding the reliability of local metallicity calibrations at high redshifts, discussed below.
We investigated the SFR dependence of the z ∼ 2.3
MZR by dividing the sample at the median SFR and making composite spectra of galaxies binned according to stellar mass within the high-and low-SFR subsamples.
We do not observe a significant dependence of metallicity on SFR at a given M * . However, there is not strong SFR dependence of metallicity within local SDSS galaxies at comparable SFRs, as seen in the medium and dark blue squares in Figure 5 . Given the uncertainties in oxygen abundance measurements for the z ∼ 2.3 SFR bins, we are unable to resolve SFR dependence at the level that is observed in bins of local galaxies. Larger samples at z ∼ 2.3 will be required to confirm or rule out such SFR dependence. An outstanding question in galaxy evolution is whether or not high redshift galaxies fall on the local FMR. If the FMR is universal and redshift independent, then high-and low-redshift galaxies have similar metallicity equilibrium conditions for the balance between gas inflows and outflows, and star formation. To address this question, we compared the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF stacks to composite spectra of local star-forming galaxies from Andrews & Martini (2013) . We find z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies are ∼ 0.1 dex lower in metallicity for a given M * and SFR than the local FMR predicts, in agreement with some high redshift studies (Zahid et al. 2013; Cullen et al. 2014; Troncoso et al. 2014; Wuyts et al. 2014) . Other studies have found agreement with the local FMR at these redshifts (e.g., Belli et al. 2013) . Our comparison to the Andrews & Martini (2013) stacks constitutes the fairest and most direct FMR comparison because the two samples use the same metallicity calibrations and methods for stacking galaxy spectra, as well as consistent SFR estimates. We emphasize that proper investigation of the universality of the FMR with redshift requires both checking for consistency with the local FMR or its projections and looking for SFR dependence within the high-redshift sample. Many previous studies have overlooked SFR dependence within the sample, or have been unable to investigate this aspect of the FMR due to small or incomplete samples. We have done both in this paper, and additionally used dust-corrected Hα SFRs which are independent of the SED fitting used to determine stellar masses. A consistency of the bulk properties of a high-redshift sample with the local FMR is not sufficient proof that the relationship between SFR, M * , and metallicity is the same at high redshifts.
If the observed z ∼ 2.3 offset from the local FMR is real and not an artifact arising from unreliable metallicity calibrations at high redshifts, it may be evidence of the "gas accumulation phase" described by Davé et al. (2012) . This phase occurs during galaxy growth when a galaxy cannot process inflowing gas and form stars as quickly as gas is accreted, building up the gas reservoir. In this case, metallicities are lower than expected at a given M * and SFR because the ISM metallicity is diluted faster than metals are produced in stars. Large accretion rates can cause this imbalance, suggesting the possibility that the environments of z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies lead to high gas accretion rates. There is some evidence in the literature of extreme accretion rates at z 2, as suggested by gas mass fractions and sSFR (Tacconi et al. 2010 (Tacconi et al. , 2013 Reddy et al. 2012) . However, the end of the gas accumulation phase is predicted to occur at z 4 (Davé et al. 2012) , as has been suggested by models of the star-formation histories of Lyman-break galaxies (Papovich et al. 2011 ).
We present these results with one very important caveat. Accurately determining metallicities at different redshifts is of key importance to studying the evolution of the MZR. In the local universe, relationships between strong emission line ratios and metallicity can be calibrated to "direct" electron temperature-determined metallicities from measuring auroral lines such as [O iii]λ4363 (Pettini & Pagel 2004; Pilyugin & Thuan 2005) or photoionization models of star-forming regions (Zaritsky et al. 1994; Kewley & Dopita 2002; Kobulnicky & Kewley 2004; Tremonti et al. 2004 ). At redshifts above z ∼ 1, it is nearly impossible to detect weak auroral lines for directly determining metallicity (but see Yuan & Kewley 2009; Rigby et al. 2011; Brammer et al. 2012b; Christensen et al. 2012; Maseda et al. 2014) . Creating photoionization models that suitably represent high-redshift star-forming regions requires knowledge of physical parameters which have been poorly constrained up to this point. Thus, it is unknown if local metallicity calibrations hold at high redshifts. Figure 6 shows a comparison between metallicities determined using the O3N2 indicator and the N2 indicator for both local SDSS galaxies (grey points) and MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 galaxies (black points). The black dashed line indicates a one-to-one relationship. If local calibrations do indeed hold at high redshifts, then the relationship between metallicities determined from different indicators should not evolve with redshift. It is clear that the z ∼ 2.3 galaxies are offset below the local galaxies. The dotted line is the best-fit line of slope unity to the individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, yielding an offset of -0.1 dex from a one-to-one correspondence, over twice that displayed by the SDSS sample. Steidel et al. (2014) found an offset slightly larger than this at z ∼ 2.3. This offset demonstrates that the two metallicity indica- tors are not evolving in the same way with redshift, and shows the need of metallicity calibrations appropriate for high redshift galaxies.
There is mounting evidence in the literature that high-redshift star-forming galaxies have markedly different emission line ratios from those of local starforming galaxies (Shapley et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2008; Hainline et al. 2009; Masters et al. 2014; Steidel et al. 2014) . This has been observed as an offset of the starforming sequence in the BPT diagram for high-redshift galaxies (Shapley et al., in prep.) . The difference in diagnostic emission line ratios suggests that the physical conditions of high-redshift star-forming regions are different from what is seen locally. If true, photoionization models of local H ii regions are unsuitable to describe their high-redshift counterparts and one would expect the relationship between metallicity and strong emission line ratios to differ. One avenue forward is to use emission line ratios to constrain the physical conditions of highredshift star-forming regions with a statistically significant sample and re-calibrate to photoionization models using these new constraints as input parameters. When complete, the MOSDEF survey will provide a sample of galaxies in three redshift bins spanning z ∼ 1.5 − 3.5 with rest-frame optical spectra covering all strong optical emission lines that is an order of magnitude larger than similar existing samples. Using this dataset, we will constrain the physical conditions of high-redshift star-forming regions in order to provide input parameters for photoionization models that are appropriate for these redshifts. Predictions from these models can then be used to produce new metallicity calibrations that are suitable for high redshift galaxies that have more extreme interstellar media and star-forming regions than typically observed in the local universe. Such robust metallicities are required to accurately measure the evolution, slope, and scatter of the MZR and investigate the existence of the FMR at high redshifts and, by extension, uncover the nature of gas flows at high redshifts.
